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ABSTRACT: The formation of an electric double layer in ionic liquid (IL) can electrostatically induce charge carriers and/or
intercalate ions in and out of the lattice which can trigger a large change of the electronic, optical, and magnetic properties of
materials and even modify the crystal structure. We present a systematic study of ionic liquid gating of exfoliated 2D
molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) devices and correlate the resultant electrical properties to the electrochemical doping via ion
migration during the IL biasing process. A nearly 9 orders of magnitude modulation of the MoO3 conductivity is obtained for
the two types of ionic liquids that are investigated. In addition, notably rapid on/off switching was realized through a lithium-
containing ionic liquid whereas much slower modulation was induced via oxygen extraction/intercalation. Time of flight−
secondary ion mass spectrometry confirms the Li intercalation. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been carried
out to examine the underlying metallization mechanism. Results of short-pulse tests show the potential of these MoO3 devices
as neuromorphic computing elements due to their synaptic plasticity.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Ionic liquids (IL) have been extensively studied to investigate
electrostatic effects on fundamental physics problems in
strongly correlated systems.1−3 An electric double layer is
formed at the IL−channel interface, supporting high electric
fields, which have been used in field-effect transistor (FET)
devices to electrostatically gate carrier densities.4,5 The gate
bias induced changes of several different materials were initially
reported to be due to electrostatic charge accumulation.
Examples include the transition from paramagnetism to
ferromagnetism found by Yamada et al. in Co-doped TiO2

and the formation of the metallic state or even super-
conducting state found in ZrNCl, MoS2, and SiTiO3.

3,6−9 Later
studies, on the other hand, have shown that the formation of
oxygen vacancies is the cause of the metallization in some

materials, as was demonstrated by Schladt et al. in TiO2
10 and

by Li et al. in SrTiO3.
11 More studies have been subsequently

performed to investigate the ion migration between the IL and
the sample, which induces drastic electrical property changes.
The relationship of the gate induced metallization and the
crystal orientation in VO2 was reported by Jeong et al., and a
significant expansion of the lattice was observed which was
accompanied by the metallization.12 Interestingly, it has been
found in WO3 thin films that an IL electric field induces the
migration of only a small amount of oxygen can lead to major
changes to the structural and electrical/optical properties.13
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Recently IL electrostatic gating14,15 and electrostatic oxygen
extraction16,17 were used to modulate the ON/OFF current
and electrically activate amorphous InGaZnO thin film
transistors. Additionally, in situ AFM imaging of the HMIM-
TF2N IL in TFT devices recently elucidated the IL−cation
interface structure to the associated IGZO conductance.18

Here we present our investigation of IL gated molybdenum
trioxide, MoO3, which was exfoliated from a bulk single crystal.
Transition metal oxides MoO3 and WO3 have been studied as
charge injection layers in organic semiconductor devices,19

such as light-emitting diodes4,20 or organic solar cells.21,22

MoO3 in particular has garnered attention for gas sensing,23,24

biosensing,25,26 energy storage27,28 applications, and the
potential in optoelectronic and resistive switching devi-
ces.20,29,30 This material is well-known for its large work
function31,32 and has a monoclinic structure at room
temperature with a band gap of ∼3.1 eV.33 It consists of two
Mo atoms in the bilayer which is separated by three oxide
atoms. The stoichiometric oxide is insulating, and no insulator
to metal transition with temperature has been reported. In this
report, we show that the MoO3 can be metallized via two types
of ILs: BMIM-Tf2N (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis-

(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) and LiClO4−PEO. For the
BMIM/Tf2N IL, oxygen anions are extracted and intercalated,
whereas the lithium IL intercalates and extracts Li cations in
and out of the MoO3 lattice. The Li cations are shown to have
much faster ion mobility and thus much faster current
modulation. Both metallization processes can in principle act
as a nonvolatile memory, and the different intercalation rates
could facilitate interesting neuromorphic computing plat-
forms.13,34,35 Time of flight−secondary ion mass spectrometry
(ToF-SIMS) has also been employed to correlate the ion
migration resulting from the gating process.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MoO3 thin flakes were mechanically exfoliated from the bulk
single crystals and contacted with Ti/Au electrodes (see details
in the Experimental Section). The bottom-gate (through the
common silicon substrate) device configuration is shown in
Figure 1b, inset. Prior to IL gating, devices were measured to
obtain the baseline properties. Figure 1 shows the measure-
ment result for an as-fabricated MoO3 bottom-gated device.
The device behaves as an insulator, and no drain current (Id)
modulation was observed with the application of a gate voltage

Figure 1. Electrical transfer (a) and output (b) measurement results for pristine MoO3 FET devices via bottom SiO2 gate biasing. The MoO3
behaves as an insulator and experiences no gate modulation in the current between ±60 V. Inset in (b) is a schematic of a MoO3 flake patterned
with source/drain and bottom gate electrodes. The dimensions of the channel is 5 × 4 μm2.

Figure 2. Metallization of a typical MoO3 device through IL bias over time. The insulator-to-metal transition is reversible, and the transfer curves
measured at each gate voltage/time increment are shown from left to right: +1 V IL bias for up to 60 min (a), −1 V bias for up to 30 min (b), −2 V
bias for up to 60 min (c), and +2 V bias for up to 80 min (d). The original off-to-on current ratio of the Id is ∼106, and the reversible switching
range was from ∼60 μA to 300 nA. All measurements were conducted with Vsd = 1 V. An optical micrograph of a MoO3 side gate device is shown
as an inset in (a).
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between −60 and 60 V, as shown in the transfer curves in
Figure 1a. The Id of the device is below 10−8 A at an S−D
voltage up to 4.1 V. Figure 1b shows the output curves at
various gate voltages.
Figure 2 shows examples of the tunable metallization process

for the exfoliated MoO3 using BMIM-Tf2N IL, as schemati-
cally shown in Supporting Information Figure S1a. After 30
min of +1 V IL biasing, the Id increased more than 3 orders of
magnitude from 0.1 nA to μA level, as shown in Figure 2a. The
conductance continues to increase to ∼60 min, where the
current reaches over 80 μA. The total increase of the channel
current is close to 6 orders of magnitude during the gate-
induced metallization. A negative bias voltage was then applied
to investigate the reversibility of the process where Figures 2b,c
show the results via different gate voltages and times. When −1
V bias was applied, Id starts to decrease and tended to saturate
at ∼20 μA in 30 min. When the bias voltage was increased to
−2 V, the process was accelerated, and the Id was suppressed
to sub-μA levels, though still much higher than the pristine
device current. This partially reversible process allows the
conductivity adjustment via IL bias voltage and time. A +2 V
bias was then applied to confirm the reversible nature of the
insulator/metal transition. Raman spectroscopy was carried out
before and after this series of gating experiments, and the result
is shown in Figure S1c. The intensities of characteristic peaks
decrease, but no obvious shift is observed, which indicates that
the major structure of the MoO3 remains the same.
The tunable conductivity through IL gating we observed in

MoO3 is similar to what was recently observed in WO3
metallization.13 Also, the ion exchange during the IL gating
process has been previously studied on VO2 thin films by Jeong
et al. using an 18O isotope.2 Both studies demonstrate that the
oxygen migration and the subsequent oxygen vacancies play a
critical role during the metallization process. Also, a recent
report by Yang et al. shows that MoO3 IL devices (using the
BMIM-TF2N) can be metalized via IL biasing.35 Notably, they
demonstrated a very small current modulation under vacuum,

at albeit shorter gating times. Current modulations as a
function of the relative humidity revealed a correlation in the
achievable current modulation to the water content, and the
positive and negative current modulation was attributed to H+

and OH− intercalation, respectively. The positive IL gate
voltage induced an increase in the channel conductance and
was attributed to an O2− cation reacting with intercalated H+

to form a hydroxyl (OH−) bond and a concomitant Mo6+ to
Mo5+ valence change, thus electron doping the conduction
band. A negative gate bias (at an albeit higher voltage) reduced
the channel conductance and was attributed to removal of the
H+ via OH− accumulation at the channel. As our measure-
ments were performed in a vacuum, we propose the
conductivity change in MoO3 is a result of oxygen migration
into and out of the MoO3 via IL gating. The data suggests that
the metallization (generating oxygen vacancies) process is
faster than the reversible (oxygen intercalation) process. In
fact, based on this mechanism, the metallization can also be
realized by repeatedly cycling the gate voltage. The current
change as a function of the number of IL gate cycles is shown
in Figure S2. During the asymmetric continuous scanning, the
voltage sweep rate was set at 1 V/min from −1 to 2 V. In this
process the device was metallized similar to the applying a
constant bias over time, with a comparatively lower Id when
saturated. The inset of Figure S2 shows the Id at zero gate bias
versus the cycle number. In this case, larger positive charging
voltage and faster oxygen extraction rate results in the
generation of oxygen vacancies which induce the metallization.
As oxygen anions can migrate in and out of the MoO3 via IL

gating, we explored whether lithium cations could also be
exchanged. Thus, we employed LiClO4−PEO, a lithium-
containing ionic liquid (LIL; see the Experimental Section for
the synthesis details). The samples with LIL were characterized
similar to the BMIM/Tf2N. By applying multiple gate sweeps
using the LIL, a similar metallization process was observed as
shown in Figure S3. However, devices showed much higher
sensitivity when constant bias voltage was applied; Id increased

Figure 3. Id vs time for pulsed bias applied through LIL gate. With a +2 V LIL gate bias pulse Id increased from pA level to over 1 mA within 50 s.
When the gate voltage is turned off, Id decays gradually to ∼10 μA. When the second +2 V pulse is applied, Id approaches mA currents with a
slightly slower ramping rate. The conductivity reverses with a −2 V gate pulse and slowly decrease its Id to ∼1 nA in ∼45 min. When the negative
pulse is removed, the Id returned to μA level. Insets are magnified regions at on/off points on a linear scale.
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very fast, and microstructural changes in the MoO3 flake
tended to break down the device after a very short constant
positive gating time (see Figure S3). Thus, we studied the
electrical characteristics of the LIL via a “pulsed bias” method.
Figure 3 shows the Id as a function time with various ±2 V

gate pulses, with on/off points indicated. The pristine device is
initially insulating with an Id in the pA current level. After
biasing the gate with +2 V, the MoO3 quickly metalizes to an Id
current level of greater than 1 mA. This 9 orders of magnitude
increase happens in around 50 s, which is significantly shorter
than the BMIM/Tf2N without lithium. When the gate voltage
is turned off, the Id drops immediately by an order of
magnitude (60 s) and gradually decays to ∼10 μA in 1 h. A +2
V gate was again applied to the MoO3, and the current again
increased to 1 mA, but at a slightly slower rate; the second
pulse required 90 s for Id to increase from 10 μA to 1 mA.
Interestingly, the subsequent decay in the conductivity is less
after the second pulse as the steady state value approaches 170
μA. A −2 V pulse was then applied on the device, and its Id was
suppressed from 170 μA to 1 nA in ∼45 min. After the pulse
was removed, the Id of the device recovered and saturated at
the μA level. Figure 4 insets are magnified linear plots of
specific regions.
The electrical measurement result shows that the MoO3

device has a much stronger response to LIL gate bias
compared to the BMIM/Tf2N IL. The metallization of the
MoO3 is attributed to Li+ intercalation during the gating
process in addition to the possibility of O2− migration; of
course, the polarity difference in the O2− anion and the Li+

cation would both increase the conductivity with positive gate
bias (O2− vacancies and Li+ doping, respectively) and decrease
the conductivity with negative gate bias (O intercalation and
Li+ extraction, respectively). ToF-SIMS was employed to

investigate the ion migration after the LIL gating. Figure 4
shows the 3D ion maps of a MoO3 device after applying +1 V
bias through LIL for 1 min. Figure 4a is the plan view of an
∼60 nm thick flake with the intensity corresponding to the
sum of Mo atoms in the entire sputter depth profile in the xy
plane. The bright regions denote the top metal contact regions
which appear bright, perhaps due to a charging artifact. The
upper left “panhandle” of the flake appears consistently darker,
which could be a result of the MoO3 flake fracturing and thus
another charging artifact. Three monochrome images in Figure
4b represent the distribution of Li, Mo, and O along the depth
of the device, collected by plotting the xz plane along the blue
dotted line in Figure 4a. The bottom right panel is the RGB
overlay of the three atoms, with Mo in red, Li in green, and O
in blue. The black regions on the flake result from the Au/Ti
contact region, and thus the signals are delayed during the
simultaneous sputtering through this layer. Compared to the
Mo and O, the Li distribution shows an obvious
inhomogeneity: most of the Li aggregates near the sample
surface and exhibits a decay along the depth direction of the
sample. The migration of Li from the liquid to the flake is
clearly observed by this concentration change, which is also
supported by the higher intensity at the edges of the flake. It is
also clear that in this brief pulsing the Li has not diffused under
the metal contact region. This Li migration is also observed
from the xy plane images at different depths, as shown in
Figure 4c, where each set of images is collected along the
corresponding red dashed line indicated in Figure 4b. At the
surface of the device, the planar distributions of all three kinds
of atoms are homogeneous. As the sputtering depth increases,
the intensity of Li starts to decrease, as shown in the middle
panels, with the largest contrast change among three of them.
When scanning near the bottom of the sample, the Li counts

Figure 4. ToF-SIMS mapping of a MoO3 device after applying +1 V bias through LIL for 1 min. (a) shows the top down view (xy plane) of the
device which is the sum of the Mo counts in the entire depth profile which shows the geometry of the flake. The bright regions denote the metal
contact regions which appear artificially bright perhaps due to a charging artifact. The cross-sectional scanning images (xz plane) along the blue
dotted line are shown in (b) showing the Li, Mo, and O intensity and a colored overlay, denoting green for Li, blue for Mo, and red for O. (c)
shows the xy scan of the three kinds of atoms at different depths in the device, as indicated by red dashed lines. The oxygen intensity from outside
the flake comes from the SiO2 layer. The thickness of the flake is 60 nm.
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are nearly gone except at the edge, which illustrates that the
intercalation occurs on all the edges of the sample.
Additional ToF-SIMS study was conducted on devices

biased differently to further investigate the ion migration
mechanism. MoO3 devices were treated with different LIL
biasing recipes, and the atom ratios of Li/Mo are plotted in
Figure 5 as a function of the device depth. Sample A
corresponds to that presented in Figure 4, which was biased at
+1 V for 1 min. The Li/Mo ratio reaches ∼2 at its top surface
and decays toward zero approximately midway through the
flake. Sample B was subjected to a +2 V bias for 20 min, and
the averaged Li/Mo ratio reaches ∼3 and is evenly distributed
through the entire thickness. From the xz plane image it
appears that the Li intercalates laterally under the electrodes in
the flake and distributes evenly also at the edge. Sample C was
first biased similar to sample B (+2 V, 20 min) and then biased
at −2 V for 1 h to show the profile after Li+ removal. Its Li/Mo

ratio along depth changes very little within the first 60 nm and
then slowly decays. The xz Mo distribution image is also
shown, demonstrating the shape of the flake. It is easier to see
from the atom ratio mapping that Li/Mo remains compara-
tively homogeneous throughout most of the MoO3. The
average Li/Mo value is clearly reduced compared to that of in
sample B, close to 0.8 within 60 nm from the surface. It is
interesting that unlike the intercalation process, the removal of
Li+ seems to occur throughout the MoO3 flake. A 3D spatial
distribution of Li/Mo ratio in these three samples is shown in
the Supporting Information (Figure S4) to give a more
intuitive view. Similar analysis for Li/O was also conducted
ToF-SIMS, but no clear evidence for O migration was
observed in LIL series samples. Thus, we attribute the
significant electrical modulation of the LIL gating to the Li+

intercalation.

Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of the Li distribution along the depth of three devices after different LIL biasing process. Sample A was partially
charged at +1 V for 1 min. Sample B was charged at +2 V for 20 min. Sample C was initially charged at +2 V for 20 min, and then Li was extracted
via a −2 V for 1 h. The Li/Mo atom ratios was obtained from the intensity of 3D ion mapping images using ToF-SIMS. Thickness of sample A, B,
and C is approximately 60, 50, and 100 nm, respectively. Sample A is the same device presented in Figure 4, with Li highly concentrated at the top
surface of the sample, while other two devices exhibit comparatively uniform Li distribution along depth.

Figure 6. (a) Two energy-favorable Li+ sites in α-MoO3 and band structures of intralayer Li
+ ion in a (b) 3 × 1 × 3, (c) 2 × 1 × 2, and (d) 1 × 1 ×

1 α-MoO3 supercell. The Fermi energy is set to 0 eV. PBE+DFT-D2 was employed to obtained the relaxed ionic configurations, based on which
GGA+U scheme was imposed to plot the band structures (see Computational Section for details). (b), (c), and (d) have the Li/Mo ratio of 0.028,
0.063, and 0.25, respectively. At low Li/Mo ratios, supercells containing Li+ interstitials are insulating; as the ratio increases, the band gap is
gradually reduced and the system transitions to a metallic state.
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We further carried out density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to examine the underlying metallization mecha-
nism. An Li+ ion was introduced as an interstitial and the Li/
Mo ratio was tuned by varying the size of α-MoO3 supercell.
The 3 × 1 × 3, 2 × 1 × 2, and 1 × 1 × 1 supercells were
employed to reach a Li/Mo ratio of 0.028, 0.063, and 0.25,
respectively, with the second axis of the supercells being the
van der Waals stacking dimension. The relative defect
stabilities of different Li interstitial sites were evaluated, and
two energy-favorable Li+ sites were identified, namely, an
intralayer site and an interlayer site (as illustrated in Figure 6a).
The former’s defect formation energy (DFE) is 0.05 eV lower
than the latter’s (using the PBE+DFT-D2 method combined
with Ueff = 0 eV settings; more details are given in the
Computational Section). Therefore, we considered that Li+ can
occupy both sites under the experimental conditions. These
findings are consistent with the previous study by Ding et al.36

However, it should be noted that DFE calculations may
depend on the exchange-correlation functionals and +U
parameters.36 Figure 6b−d shows the band structures of
intralayer defects with different Li+ concentrations. It indicates
that an increase in Li+ concentration gradually reduces the
bandgap and eventually leads to an insulator−metal transition,
which is consistent with our experimental observation of the
metallization process. Interestingly, interlayer Li+ does not
make the system conducting with the Li/Mo ratio as high as
0.25 (band structures demonstrated in Figure S6). When Li/
Mo reaches 2:1, the Li intercalation was previously reported to
result in a change of crystal structure to space group R3̅m,37

which was revealed to be metallic in the reference.38 In
addition, we also find these band structures calculations are
sensitive to the charge states of lithium interstitials.
As shown above, the electrical properties of MoO3 devices

can be significantly changed with LIL gate pulses due to the
rapid migration of Li+. These devices thus have a potential to
be developed into artificial synaptic systems, mimicking the
biological memory, which inspired us to conduct a series of
short-pulse tests. Two V pulses through an LIL side gate were
applied on MoO3 devices sequentially with increasing pulse
widths. Figure 7a shows the Id change as a function of time
during the gate pulsing under 50 mV Vsd. Id increases by over 2

orders of magnitude; after the pulse, Id decays quickly and
saturates to near the initial current. We attribute this short-
term property change to either an electrostatic effect in the
MoO3 or a thin accumulated Li+ layer that forms under the
gate bias; in this regime the Id enhancement is only affected by
the magnitude of gate voltage applied, regardless of the pulse
width. The decay curves after the gate pulses follow the same
exponential trend, as shown in the inset of Figure 7a, which is
attributed to ion redistribution after the gate voltage turned off.
At Vsd = 1 V, the Id also decays quickly, but apparently long-
term plasticity relative to the pristine material has been
observed, as shown in Figure 7b. By sequentially applying
pulses with increasing pulse width up to 5 s, the residual drain
current was increased to ∼10 μA. This long-term current
enhancement indicates a significant memory behavior of
conductivity change, which is attributed to electrochemical
doping where the Li+ migrates from liquid to MoO3 devices.
The reason for the different long-term Id change measured at
high and low Vsd is not clear, though Joule heating at higher Vsd
could facilitate the Li+ intercalation. Our results have shown
that increasing Vsd simply increases the current as expected by
Ohm’s law as shown in Figure 7; for instance, the Id ratio at 1
V versus 50 mV Isd(1 V)/Isd(50 mV) is about 20. Another
report shows that applying a Vsd pulse can induce long-term
change in MoO3 solid state cells, though the magnitude of the
change is small and the device is a vertical rather than lateral
geometry.34 Further dynamic studies need to be conducted to
fully understand these observations.
Biologically, neurons tune their synapse weight depending

on the stimulation in order to store information and
neuromorphic computing concepts leverage “synaptic plasti-
city” to mimic short- and long-term memory processes.34,39 In
our study we used gate pulses as the stimulation to modulate Id
which acts similar to a synaptic memory process. Short- and
long-term memory can be switched by tuning the drain
voltage, and the intensity of long-term memory signal can be
tuned by gate pulse width. With 1 V Vsd, the Id change after
each pulse, marked as “excitatory postsynaptic current” in
neuromorphic computing,35 is plotted as a function of pulse
width in Figure 7c. These MoO3 devices with LIL can realize a
long-term Id change from nA to μA level through short pulses,

Figure 7. LIL short pulse measurement results under drain voltage of (a) 50 mV and (b) 1 V. 2 V pulses through LIL side gate were applied on
MoO3 devices sequentially with increasing pulse widths. With Vsd = 50 mV drain voltage drain current increases instantly with the pulse and quickly
decays; with an increased Vsd at 1 V, postpulse drain current saturates at a higher compared to that measured before the pulse, leading to a long-
term change similar to a biological synaptic system. Inset in (a) zooms in a short time region near pulses, Id after different pulses follows the same
exponential decay. (c) plots the Id incensement as a function of pulse width with Vd at 1 V, where ΔId = Id|t=20 s − Id|t=−20 s.
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which is remarkable compared to previous studies on artificial
synaptic devices.34,35 Each of these devices can work as a basic
unit and is able to be developed into a network to store in
formation in a nonvolatile manner. It makes ionic liquid gated
solid state materials and the MoO3-LIL system specifically is a
promising candidate for future neuromorphic computing
elements. It is worth mentioning that we found MoO3 flakes
fractures after several charge−discharge cycles; however, only
small linear changes in conductivity are necessary for
neuromorphic applications, and thus further studies are needed
to investigate the stability of these ionic liquid gated devices
under short pulse modulation.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary MoO3 devices were exfoliated and successfully
metalized by applying bias voltage through two different ILs
where the Id enhanced by 9 orders of magnitude. Metallization
can be realized by sweeping gate voltages in a number of cycles
or by applying a fixed bias over time. This process is reversible
as the devices can be tuned back to an insulator by applying
negative bias. We attribute this controllable electrical property
change to the migration of oxygen and lithium ions for the
groups using normal IL gating and lithium IL gating,
respectively. The migration of lithium is much faster than
oxygen, and thus the current modulation occurs much faster.
The ToF-SIMS result confirms the control of the ion migration
in gating process. DFT calculations have also been carried out,
and the Li metallization results are consistent with an intralayer
Li+ interstitial. Results of short-pulse tests also illustrate the
synaptic plasticity for neuromorphic computing elements.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
MoO3 single crystals were grown using chemical vapor transport with
oxygen gas flow. An alumina boat containing 1 g of 99.9995% MoO3
powder, purchased from Alfa Aesar, was placed in the middle of a 19
mm × 4 ft open-ended fused quartz tube, which was then centered in
a tube furnace. Oxygen gas was flowed into the tube through a rubber
stopper by 3/16 in. tubing and then passed out through another
rubber stopper at 2−3 bubbles/min into water. The tube furnace was
set to 700 °C at 2 °C/min heating rate and allowed to sit for 2−3
weeks, until large crystals formed on the quartz tube near the opening
of the furnace toward the oxygen gas outlet. Pale yellow transparent
crystals of flat rectangular shapes were obtained up to 1 in. × 0.5 in.
size along with many smaller needle-like crystals. X-ray diffraction was
conducted on ground crystals, and the results are shown in Figure S5,
in good agreement with the literature.40,41 Few-layer MoO3 flakes
were exfoliated by the “Scotch tape” micromechanical cleavage
technique onto Si substrate which has a 290 nm SiO2 dielectric layer
on top. Electron beam lithography (FEI 600 Nova with Raith
software) followed by electron beam evaporation (at the rate of 1 Å
s−1) was then employed to fabricate the source/drain and side gate
electrodes for electrical characterizations (Figure 1b inset). The
contacts consisted of Ti/Au (5/25 nm) metals deposited and
patterned through a standard lift-off process. The electrical measure-
ment for pristine MoO3 devices was conducted in a cryogenic probe
system with a semiconductor parametric analyzer (Agilent Tech
B1500A). An optical micrograph of a MoO3 side gate device is shown
in Figure 2a inset. A small drop of IL was subsequently applied to the
device using a micropipet, covering the device and side gate areas.
Samples were measured in the vacuum of ∼1 × 10−6 Torr. Lithium-
containing IL gel was prepared by mixing 0.3 g of LiClO4 and 1 g of
PEO into 15 mL of methanol and stirring overnight. The scanning
speed of gate voltage during the measurement was fixed as 1 V/s.
Time of flight−secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)

measurements were performed in positive ion detection mode using
TOF SIMS-5 (ION-TOF GmbH) instrument. Investigations have

been done in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber with pressure ∼2 × 10−9

bar. Liquid metal Bi+ ion gun (30 keV energy, 500 pA current) has
been used as a primary source with a focused ion beam spot size of
∼120 nm and a mass resolution of Δm/m ∼ 200/500. Cs+ ion source
operated at 1 keV energy, and 60 nA current was used for the depth
profiling. The images were collected with a resolution of 256 × 256
points across a 65 μm square imaging areas. Cs2O

+ clusters have been
used to identify spatial resolution of negative oxygen ions. The
thickness of the flakes is estimated with the ratio to known thickness
of deposited metals through ToF-SIMS imaging.

■ COMPUTATIONAL SECTION
The Kohn−Sham scheme42,43 DFT calculations were
performed using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)44,45 with projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudo-
potentials.46 The Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) versio-
n47of the exchange-correlation functional was employed
together with the DFT-D2 method developed by Grimme et
al.48 to better capture the van der Waals interactions. The
structures were relaxed until the force for any give atom was
smaller than 0.01 eV/ Å; the optimized lattice constants of
MoO3 are a = 3.9347 Å, b = 13.9934 Å, and c = 3.7112 Å (a, b,
and c are in the convention of space group Pbnm), which are
close to experimental measurements (see Figure S5). The
energy cutoff for plane-wave basis was set to 520 eV based on
convergence tests. A 7 × 5 × 7 k-point mesh of Gamma-
centered Monkhorst−Pack grid was employed for the
structural optimizations in the conventional unit cell of α-
MoO3; a 4 × 3 × 4 mesh of the same scheme was used for the
2 × 1 × 2 supercell and 3 × 3 × 3 for the 3 × 1 × 3 supercell.
In order to account for the strongly correlated d-electrons of
Mo, the Dudarev approach49 of DFT+U approximation was
used in the band-structure and density-of-state (DOS)
calculations with Ueff = 6 eV for Mo.36 In fact, our results
are robust against Ueff value as it did not alter the metallic/
insulating state of the systems containing lithium interstitials
(see Supporting Information, e.g. Figure S7, for band
structures without +U). A homogeneous background charge
is assumed when dealing with the charged defects.
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